WHAT'S GOING ON HERE?
this is critical mass brooklyn...a celebration of both bicycling and our borough. we ride together on the second friday of each month.

WHO ARE YOU?
we're not a club or an organization...we're just a group of cyclists who like to ride together and want brooklyn to be a safer, saner place for us to ride.

WHY ARE YOU BLOCKING TRAFFIC?
we're not blocking traffic...we are traffic! besides, think about how much more crowded it would be if we were all in cars, and not on bikes.

WHAT DO YOU WANT?
*right now, we just ask for a little patience.
*when you get home, we want you to think about what brooklyn would be like with safer streets, more bikes and fewer cars.
*and next month, we want you to join us! it's fun, it's free and it makes brooklyn a better place!

join us! we meet on the second friday of the month at grand army plaza 7pm or so.
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